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Literature review
PE models with crop models– IMPACT with DSSAT  Robinson et al. 
(2015)

PE models with energy models – POLES and GEM-E3 Russ et al. 
(2007)

CGE models with microsimulation --Bourginon et al. (2008)

CGE model with PE model – GTAP and TASTE Narayanan et al. (2010) 
tariffs and Andersen and Termansen (2013) energy  sector.



Limitations
Andersen and Termansen (2013) Energy

PE: ignore costs, taxes. Economic distorting effects. Scale (affect 
energy price, emissions).

PE: don’t consider resource constraints (L, K, intermediates) 

GE: can’t cope with a detailed energy sector structure (assumption 
of k stock as an homogeneous factor of production).

GE: different technologies within a sector that can’t be capture.



Bottom-up linkages
Three main linkages:

 Input-output coefficients (different aggregation). 

 Land productivity (case of biofuels)

 Tariff analysis at a bigger level of disaggregation



Top- down linkages
Three main linkages:

 Demand system

 Cost prices 

 Exchange rate



Soft linking vs Hard linking
Soft linking: GE and PE models are linked through an iterative 
process where convergence of central parameters are satisfied 
(quantities an price). Kunbaroglu and Madlener (2003).

Hard linking: properties of GE and PE are integrated into a single 
model that is solved in a simultaneous optimization. Berg et al. 
(2012)



Computation
Two ways to do the computation of the linkages:

1. Impose the changes obtained in one model as exogenous variables 
(parameters) in the other one.

2. If both of the models are recursive dynamic models, it is possible 
to run both in parallel, feeding the results at the end of each period.



Cycles vs Trends
1. In the very long time (climate change models) cycles don’t matter 
but changes in the structure of the economies should be looked at 
(labor supply, population age).

2. For shorter term models, it is important to look at the cycles.



How can we go from here?
1. CGE-PE: take the advantage of the better disaggregation of sectors 
in the PE model and the treatment of land productivity changes. And 
link them to the CGE.

2. PE-CGE: impose the exogenous variables used in the PE that are 
the result of the CGE runs.


